
*CONCEPTUALISATION OF THE NAIJA RESISTANCE MOVEMENT.* (PART I) 

 

- What Is Naija? 

- What Is Resistance?  

- What Is A Movement? 

 

*NAIJA*: 

The term Naija is a local terminology usually used by Nigerians (home and abroad) and its 

associates to connote anything or element of Nigeria origin or nomenclature. The term Naija 

was coined from the name Nigeria whereby it serves as its broken terminology to identify 

whatever is of the Nigerian origin or existence. 

More so; the name Nigeria was given to us by the colonialist representatives whose names 

were: Flora Shawl & Lord Lugard respectively. These duo gave us this funny name according 

to their own ill experience of our terrain which actually denote (Niger-Area) - Nigeria, Nigre. 

  

As we embark on our decolonization mission, we must recognise the essence of our struggle 

in such a way to suit our narratives. Such as we now have Nigeria to be popularly referred to 

as NAIJA. 

 

*RESISTANCE*:  

Resistance in the "NAIJA RESISTANCE” parlance and narrative expresses a kind of force 

from the indigenous people of (home and diaspora) Motherland, in particular Nigeria to 

sternly resist every form of oppression of the Motherland people both nationally and globally. 

Resistance against elements and instruments of oppression such as Political Imperialism and 

Subjugation, Environmental Degradation, Economic Strangulation, Socio-Cultural 

Imperialism, Mental Decolonization, Neo-Liberal  Advancements, above all Neo Colonial 

Interests. 

 

*MOVEMENT*: 

A Movement is a social strata or establishment which consists of certain group of people 

from a different background and social cleavages but with a Common Goal and a 

Unanimous  or Centralised Leader/s who oversees, directs, coordinates, strategies and also 

propel the daily progression of such social settings. In a more simplified way, a Movement is 

a social order and/or mechanism used to pursue, defend, popularise a particular ideology for 

the proper acceptability by the members of such immediate public. 

 

*FORMS OF RESISTANCE* 

In other for us to understand better the concept of our resistance, there is need for us to clarify 

the several forms of resistance which are as follows: 

 

PART I: 

- Political Resistance 

- Economic Resistance 

- Socio Cultural Resistance 

 

PART II: 

- Environmental Resistance 

- Spiritual/Religious Resistance 

- Psychological/Mental Resistance 

- Ideological/Philosophical Resistance 



- Technological Resistance 

 

*POLITICAL RESISTANCE*: This form of resistance is such that aims at resisting against 

all elements of political enslavement and underdevelopment which promotes confusion and 

deepens poverty amongst the Motherland masses which seize the opportunity of the moment 

to politically exploit our people both nationally or internationally. We will always be 

surprised and disappointed by the actions of our (mis)leaders because we begin to reason 

from these two false premises:  

 

- The first is that those we elect are naturally good and reasonable men fit to govern us.  

 

- The second is that giving people power over us will transfer our reality for the better. 

Nothing is farther from the truth. When power and governance have their genesis in deceit 

and corruption nothing but these two can come out of it.  

 

- Every attempt is made to keep the governed under subjugation of the will of those in power. 

 

- As for the young being the catalyst for change, that is true, but such movements are 

orchestrated by devious and corrupt leaders behind the scenes. Even when they place these 

seemingly honest and purist persons in power, they succeed in changing them to conform to 

the existing status quo. If they refuse, they organize their overthrow or assassination.  

 

For Political Resistance to make wave in Motherland and Nigeria particularly, we need to 

begin to check the excesses of our political class and business elites. Whilst we can protest all 

we want for the wrong deed by these ruling class, the deed has already been done and our 

oppression is from the top and our oppressors are united at the top, so they will always find a 

compromise amongst themselves that leave us in the wind.  

 

- Political Resistance has to be our own ability as well to resist, we also as a people must 

forget to protest and resist- whilst protest takes weeks, resistance takes life time. We must be 

willing to sacrifice our time and resources in order to counter the enemy of our political 

advancement.  

 

- In order words, if we as a people do not see politics as our business and foremost interests, 

the resistance of our political class as our national duty then we would never have the 

representation that we desire/want. So political resistance have to become the second nature 

to every Motherland person and also especially people that associate themselves with the 

Naija Resistance. Naija Resistance Movement is not trying to tell people not to vote, but at 

the same time we implore you not to just throw your votes away.  

 

- We must resist by involving ourselves in the process of election and also choosing your 

candidates. We must resist the propaganda of the present major political parties.  

 

- Do not let people explain your politics to you and don’t believe anybody who tells you that 

politics is too complicated for you to understand - the person is basically telling you that your 

life is too complicated for you to understand.  

 

- If you are willing to have a better political atmosphere in our country and Motherland in 

general, we must resist the narratives of the political elites, always seek the truth in evidence. 

Which means the goal of our political resistance is to create a better political candidate.  



 

- The political institutions have to be all inclusive which means the only thing that guarantees 

this is lifetime resistance and not incessant and unyielding protests. 

 

The above political scenarios simply proves to us the essential need for us to build a mass 

based political front based on our own traditional political (principles of Ma'at - Truth and 

Justice) values which would be able to galvanise the political efforts of the masses and 

culminate it into a revolutionary political action to save the day. 

 

 

*ECONOMIC RESISTANCE*: This is the aspect of resistance which focuses on the 

rejuvenation of our economic milieu through empowerment programmes that will aid trading 

amongst Motherland People. 

 

- Motherland People must institute policies to ensue actions that can lead to economic 

prosperity of the Motherland People. We must also safe guard our economic reservoir by 

initiating policies that would consolidate our economic foundation.  

 

- We as the people have to realise our economic power, the economic elites of this country 

and major Motherland countries are in full cohort with the political elites of our country and 

Motherland in general, to resist one is to resist the other.  

 

- In a country where we have over 100 million people living in poverty because of 

unemployment and lack of opportunities, we can no longer tolerate a billionaire class 

business elite.  

 

- The economic elite of the Motherland especially in Nigeria have not added anything to 

humanity, everything that they acquired has come in the name of the Nigerian and 

Motherland people. Therefore, the Nigerian and Motherland people should be their first 

priority even before themselves and their families, kith and kins. But they continue to betray 

the Nigerian people in the name of Neoliberalism.  

 

- We are at a point now in the Motherland where foreign investments is more important than 

local lives. Motherland people are being displaced and killed so that business men and 

women can make money- i.e. Etisalat (now 9 Mobile) is a good example of foreign 

investment which left us with billions of foreign dollars debt on our neck, AMCON is also an 

evidence of the betrayal of the Nigerian people by the business elites- where they have 

robbed us off our savings in the financial institutions which are now being replaced with our 

hard earned tax payers money, while the majority and the real criminals hide their assets.  

 

- We have to be willing not to just protest their corrupt practices, but most importantly be 

ready to stage a resistance which means we are ready to boycott them. Imagine a scenario 

where these rich people because they don’t want to loose some few millions of dollars from 

their billions of dollars, keep the lives of the majority of Motherland people at risk.  

 

- Most people in the Motherland area expect some miraculous form of deliverance but our 

salvation can only come from our personal sacrifices.  

 

- These elites instead of losing billions of dollars will be willing to gang up and put Nigerian 

people in endless ques - serious hardship, to prove their point that they cannot afford to 



sacrifice any money for the Nigerian people because of some world foreign price and they 

want to hijack their price of their products ie. Petroleum.  

 

- The picture of us going through this hardship by queuing on behalf of the elites is now used 

as an evidence why we must succumb to their will, so that we can use this to be proactive to 

start our own queue now because we only want local petrol and we queue in local petrol 

stations that source their products locally. No more imported petrol.  

 

- In essence, we have to be willing to sacrifice for our time for our freedom. People will say 

they are unwilling to resist by resisting imported petrol and going out of their way to find 

local petrol but then would be willing to queue immediately this same elites shuts their tanks 

and their pumps thereby we are now willing to sacrifice our own time to promote their own 

Neoliberal policies and agenda, this is because of the brainwash and the propaganda the elites 

use against us as the Motherland people. Therefore, we must be willing to break this narrative 

with resistance.  

 

*SOCIO-CULTURAL RESISTANCE*: This kind of resistance is such that is aimed at 

repositioning our Socio Cultural values from the present state of decay to a value laden one. 

Our socio cultural decay is due to the fact that, many young mother land people judge 

themselves by what they have and do not have, the materialistic thinking and lifestyle of 

Motherland people especially Nigeria comes down from the leadership because as much as 

we have given the leadership of Motherland people, the only thing they have to show for it- is 

an ostentatious life style of luxury whereby the false narratives that the more things you can 

buy, the better you are because that is all they have to show for their leadership. For all they 

are:  

 

- They are not masters of industries and they don’t generate enough employment. 

 

- The business and political elites aren't masters of industries. 

 

- They arent creative and they aren't honourable men and women. 

 

- They have no love for the Motherland and her people. So definitely this aspect of human 

existence is said to be valueless, whereas its in this things that the real values of being a 

Motherland person lies. 

 

- So they have to now use their agents through propaganda on the TV, News Media, e.g. 

Forbes in Africa, MTV Base, BET, etc to promote an ostentatious lifestyle in Motherland as a 

right way of life.  

 

- Most people with money in Motherland are in service of our business and political elites, so 

the service industries are definitely promoted as valuable industries over the Manufacturing 

industries.  

 

- So we have to now change our values back to those things that can’t be counted in money, 

how much of those things that couldn’t be counted in money does our leadership and the 

ruling class possess? very little!  

 

- This is where we are going to begin to resist the false value system militating against the 

socio cultural balance of Motherland and replace it with true values that made us the envy of 



the world and can still create a viable future for our children yet unborn. We should resist the 

betrayal of the Motherland identity and her people. 

 

*CONCLUSIVELY*: 

 

- In a nutshell, Resistance is all about sacrifice, we are willing to do it for our growing 

children and the unborn so that they can have a better life, we arent willing to make the 

mistake the generations before us have made economically in playing along to the narratives 

of our number one enemy in Nigeria and Motherland as a whole by the political and business 

elites. We have to be willing to combat their anti-people policy and agenda in Motherland. 

We are the people of the Motherland and it’s our duty to protect it. She deserves it with all 

the greatness that she has put before us and under us well. She has shown us that we are 

chose people and we must no longer betray her interests. The Motherland must come first in 

our hearts and action.  Only the Motherland deserves our humble actions and complete 

loyalty. We can no longer sit idle by the side and watch our environment being destroyed and 

our beauty values being abused and the precious lives of our people are being wasted. 

Resistance is not violence but a choice for a better future... 

 

RESIST NOW!!! 

 

PART II To be continued.... 

 

Yours Pan African, 

 

Naija Resistance Admin 

Twitter: @naijaresistance 

Facebook: fb.me/naijaresistancemovement 

Mobile: +234-815-980-7367 

 

http://fb.me/naijaresistancemovement

